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Abstract

(1) Introduction
In 1997, the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities (BBAW) which was founded by Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz in 1700, decided to establish an international co-operation in order to publish the 8th series of the so-called “Academy edition of Leibniz’ Complete writings and Letters”.

(2) Content
The eighth series of this Academy edition will comprehend all Leibnizian manuscripts dealing with Astronomy, Botany, Zoology, Chemistry, Geography, Geology, Physics (including mechanics): ca. 1400 sheets, Technology: ca 380 sheets, Military devices: ca. 241 sheets, Medicine, Pharmacy: ca. 1260 sheets.

(3) Coming into being
The French-German co-operation came into being on September 30, 1997 on the occasion of a meeting in the French Institut in Paris: Claude Debru, member de l’Institut, took on this task for the French side, Eberhard Knobloch, ordinary member of the BBAW, took on this task for the German side.

The Russian-German co-operation came into being on November 20, 1998 on the occasion of a meeting in the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAN) in Moscow. President Osipov of the RAN and President Simon signed a co-operation contract. Russian spokesman became Vladimir Kirsanov, Moscow. German spokesman became Eberhard Knobloch, Berlin.

(4) Co-workers, co-operations

For the time being, there is a co-operation between the Berlin-Brandenburg (former Prussian) Academy of Sciences, the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, the Université de Lille I/CNRS, Lille/Paris, the Herzog-August Library, Wolfenbüttel, and the G.W. Leibniz Library, Hannover.

* Institut für Philosophie, Wissenschaftstheorie, Wissenschafts- und Technikgeschichte, Technischen Universität Berlin, Germany; email: eberhard.knobloch@tu-berlin.de.

** Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Leibniz-Edition, Reihe VIII, Berlin, Germany; email: hecht@bbaw.de.
(5) Sponsors

Four main sponsors helped to establish the edition and the international co-operation:

- Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Association): During the years 2000–2005 it paid the Russian co-workers and enabled the director of the Leibniz Library Hannover to digitize the Leibnizian manuscripts;
- Versicherungsgruppe Hannover Landschaftliche Brandkasse (Insurance Company against fire, Hannover): It paid the computer scientist Peter Cassiers who put the images into the world wide web (the server is located at the BBAW Berlin);
- Alfried Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach foundation, Essen: It paid the digitisation of the so-called Ritter catalogue that comprehends some 90000 entries. These entries give information about the Leibnizian manuscripts;

(6) Hitherto published manuscripts belonging to series VIII

Only very few of the ca. 4000 sheets are known up to now. The following relevant editions appeared in this respect:


To a large extent, the editions dating from 1906 and 1982 are useless because they are extremely defective and fragmentary. Some examples might suffice to emphasize the importance of a new edition. In (Leibniz 1906, 90) Gerland published a Leibnizian text on optics. Leibniz is speaking about the hyperbolic or elliptic shape of lenses saying:

> Hinc fieri potest figura optica quasi perfecta constans ex meris vel Ellipsibus Hyperbolisque sibi appositis quasi mechanica quadam construendi ratione.

Thus a so to speak perfect optical figure can be made consisting of mere ellipses and hyperbolas which are united to each other by a nearly mechanical way of construction.

Gerland’s senseless and fragmentary text reads:

> Hinc fieri ut figura. Optica quasi perfecta … 2) vel Ellipsibus Hyperbolisque sibi oppositis, quasi mechanice quidam construendi … 3

He remarks regarding 2): unreadable, presumably “non circulis utitur”, regarding 3): unreadable, maybe “arte”. For the correct version see our Internet presentation:

http://leibnizviii.bbaw.de/Leibniz_Reihe_8/Problemata+optica+nova+reperta/LH037%252C02_001r/index.html.

In (Leibniz 1982, 84 f) Most published and “translated” Leibniz’ first “Pattern of dynamics” which remained unpublished during Leibniz’ lifetime. Leibniz is speaking about the collision of several bodies saying:

> In pluribus, in se invicem nitentibus, procedit in unoquoque motus secundum nisum compositum ex suo et recepto vel ex suo et compositis ex receptis, unde si in gravi
conatus contrarius ex receptis compositus sit aequalis gravitationi, et in ipsa linea directionis, sistitur grave.

If there are several bodies striving against each other, the motion in each proceeds according to the striving which is composed of its own and of the received or of its own and that which is composed of the received. Hence if in a heavy body the opposite striving being composed of the received strivings is equal to the gravitation and exactly on the line of the direction the heavy body is stopped.

Most’s widely senseless text reads:

In pluribus, in se invicem nitentibus, procedit unoquoque motus secundum nisum compositum ex suo et recepto vel et communis ex receptis, unde si in gravi conatus contrarius ex receptis compositus sit aequalis gravitationi, et in ipsa linea directionis, distatur grave.

(7) Method

The following scheme gives an impression of the project structure of series VIII.

It shows that the original manuscript sheets dealing with the above mentioned subjects are scanned in Hanover at the Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Library. All of the about 4000 sheets are scanned three times: the front, the back, and the watermark and each of them is available in three sizes so that there are at large 40000 image files on the image server in Berlin. The co-workers of the different research groups in Berlin, Moscow and Lille base their transcriptions on these files, which they download from the Berlin server. As soon as the collaborators in Moscow and Lille finished their work on a manuscript they send it via email to the Leibniz-Edition in Berlin, where the manuscripts will be collected, systematically ordered and prepared for publication. The results of the editorial work will be presented as in print, by means of a DVD and as an Internet-Edition.

(8) Internet-Edition

The Internet-Edition can be understood as our contribution to the development of electronic means for source editions in the history of science. For this purpose we combined two different instruments of the Leibniz edition that previously have been separated from one another, the so-called Ritter catalogue of the Leibnian letters and writings and the kind of presentation of the edited texts. The combination became possible because of the new perspectives given by the World Wide Web and turns the catalogue, which originally was reserved only for the edition into a fruitful tool for Leibniz research too. Its Internet address reads: http://ritter.bbaw.de.
The following picture shows the homepage of the online Ritter catalogue.

The cut-out below represents in more detail the buttons, which enable an user to navigate through the catalogue. They allow to see all the data sets, to search for particular folio keys, titles or incipits and to find prints, online texts and the above mentioned 40000 scanned images. The latter ones are freely available in the whole wide world without any password. This function of the online version of the catalogue is our special offer to the scientific community and especially to scholars interested in Leibniz. It can be activated by the help of the button “Scan-Galerie”,
Since the catalogue is linked with the presentation program it is possible to open the file of its transcription with an image file of the manuscript simultaneously, insofar a transcription already exists. Nevertheless, all existing online texts can be regarded separately. The address reads: http://leibnizviii.bbaw.de.

As it can be seen from the next picture, the right part of the title page contains a list of different items subdivided into several groups. All of them describe different ways to go into the texts. If a user clicks twice on a shadowed item, the corresponding information will appear. For example: he clicks “contents” he will receive the list of the Leibnitan manuscripts edited up to now. It is up to him now to choose the wished manuscript. In any case he can open the original manuscript file and its transcription simultaneously.

If one has opened the transcription window, the left frame contains the text of the page, the right frame clickable strings to transform the text in different stages of genesis. Every “text layer”
represents one stage of text construction by Leibniz. A click on “text replacement” is a step to the next text layer. The first layer to see is always the “last version”, i.e., the final version accepted by Leibniz. “back to index” leads back to the list of manuscripts. “registered links” lists the references made online available to our project by the Herzog August Library Wolfenbüttel.

The text in the left frame is organized strictly following Leibniz’ hand. Every number in brackets to the left corresponds with the same line in the original page. Clickable districts in the text are highlighted at gliding over with the mouse. “D” (drawing), “C” (calculation), “C+” (auxiliary calculation), “T” (table) and “M” (marginal note) open parts of transcription corresponding to this spot in the original text. “A” (annotation) gives an editor-explanation.

If one has highlighted the requested word (by mouse-over) and clicked it becomes possible to pass to the glossary. Underlined or crossed parts follow the manuscript in this item. As an example see the picture below.

By this means we developed an electronic edition that makes it possible to reconstruct parts of a Leibnitzian text, of its calculations or drawings in a temporal order only by mouse clique. We are sure that following our procedure the sources of history of science will be presented in a more appropriate and dynamic manner that cannot be achieved by the help of prints. It is our conviction that this kind of electronic presentation is not only more comfortable as the traditional one; it also opens new perspectives of reception. Among them it stimulates the modern trends in the humanities called “iconic turn”.

Finally we give an example that shows how original manuscript, transcription and references can be compared and studied at the same time. The first picture shows a part of Leibniz’ excerpts of O. v.
Guerickes “Experimenta nova” as well as its presentation via Internet. In the second picture we we concentrate on a figure of Guerickes book drawn by Leibniz and the editor of this manuscript.